
We Rad We Doin' It

Arrested Development

(Eshe) I need a pick me up cuz my body's about to fall My mind 
is spinning off the wall But now my body needs a release The pa
in inside of me I get up I keep going I get over it I get up I 
keep going I get over it Oooh Everybody's on the floor make it 
rain make it snow We making money making doe C'mon Make it happ
en yeah we rad We doin it doin it doin it doin it Make it happe
n yeah we rad We doin it doin it doin it (Eshe) refrain (Rasa D
on) Call mon up and clue dem call the dj too Dem tell don't con
fuse dem this one is a muse dem This is how we rock dem all aro
und da world dem Each and every block dem nothing could ah stop
 dem Do it do it mock do it do it mock dem Do it do it mock dem
 do it do it mock dem ( 1 Love) I'm a radical kid I be doing it
 big Wanna hit see me after the gig(what it is) Did a show in M
adrid on the top of a bridge In the sun but I'm cool as a fridg
e Just a year ago I had paper to blow I was stretching and inve
sting my do'(you know) But I took a lost,I was trying to floss 
Now I'm rad and I'm dusted off You can catch me in V.I.P. In AT
LANTA with AD We be doing it and doing it well like LL Completi
on they be hoping and wishing We won't sell If we plan then we'
re never gon'fail We hot in Japan and we still rock bells yea W
e rise to the top like cream So throw your hands up in the air 
Now scream! Whatever it is Whatever ya like now We just wanna h
ave ah Have a good time So everybody come on Oh ool oh ool oh o
ol refrain
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